TeleBot Project for Disabled Veterans and Police
Protecting the community & Restoring dignity to the disabled

- **Features**
  - Three HD-cameras 360° field of view with zoom and auto-focus functions
  - Stereo speakers and a microphone to enable live interaction
  - Emotive display on the TeleBot face to exhibit simple emotions
  - Basic perimeter sensors to warn about approaching objects
  - GPS synchronized map for easy navigation in patrol areas
  - Small “skirt” sensors and camera to keep an eye on people’s toes
  - Autopilot function for auto navigation in patrol areas

- **Specifications**
  - Height: 5.9 feet (180 cm)
  - Width: 2.36 feet (72 cm)
  - Depth: 1.47 feet (45 cm)

- **Mobility**
  - Two wheel design,
  - Max speed: 30 mph (48 km/h)
  - Max range: 30 miles (48 km)
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